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**Kopp voices budget cut concerns**

“We’re being asked to do a whole lot more with a whole lot less as a public institution.”

By MALAK KHADER

Deregulated public funding is nothing new to Marshall University but in the last two years it has started taking a toll on the university.

“Two years ago, we were dealing with, we have now moved into triple digit cuts,” President Stephen J. Kopp said. “It is important for people to know that this is something they are supporting families. This is something they are trying their hardest to do. It is important to encourage them to keep pursuing their education.”

In the last two years, the university has seen cuts amounting to approximately $7 million, which is equal to about one seventh of the total state funding.

“The state gave us cuts, we were close to 70 percent with public support and now it has gone down to 25 percent.” Marshall University Chief of Staff, Matthew Turner said.

The university had to shift a lot of its costs in order to maintain its operations. Kopp said those measures are not sustainable and the university is attempting to avoid because of the financial burden on students and their families.

By KYLIE McMULLEN

The University’s newest student food pantry had its grand opening Wednesday in room B103 of the Memorial Student Center.

The idea for the food pantry came about between Student Government Association and the Office of Community Engagement because they wanted to have a food pantry available for students in need.

Elizabeth Sheets, director of the Office of Community Engagement, said it is important to provide a pantry for college students because they don’t have anyone going without food.

“We work with students on a daily basis and we see the need and struggle to try to pay for tu-

Kopp said, “It seems like it’s at the bottom of the list when it comes to pri-

President Stephen J. Kopp and Tiffany Tatum, right, and Chasten Toler of the Huntington Area Food Bank help stock the new food pantry on Wednesday in the Memorial Student Center.

By MEGAN OSBORNE

Sen. Joe Manchin will meet with Cabell County residents at 5 p.m. Thursday for a town hall meeting at the Huntington City-Coun-

The concert boasts well for the Big Sandy Superstore Arena, which is in the running for the Venue of the Year Award from the Academy of Country Music.

Mark Williams can be contacted at williams788@marshall.edu.

By-page 3

Tiffany Tatum, left, and Chasten Toler of the Huntington Area Food Bank help stock the new food pantry on Wednesday in the Memorial Student Center.

By NASH

Grand Opening of University Food Bank Opens Doors to Student Community

“...No one in our community has to go without a meal.”

Executive Director of Alumni Relations
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Experts hope to answer pressing questions about water and chemical spill

By MEGAN GODBINE

Marshall University’s Student Engineers Network invited the Ohio Valley Environmental Coalition to speak and answer questions concerning the water crisis.

“Ohio Valley Environmental Coalition is counting on help from Moscow in response to the Bakken oil boom. They have also explored the possibility of using their spill research regarding the chemical crisis as well as other threats to West Virginia’s tap water,” Andrew J. Whelton, assistant professor of environmental science, said.

The organization will be responsible for fumigating the protest leader, said the visa ban covers members of the Russian parliament, as well as some from Moscow.

Government “primarily responsible”

The Ukrainian Health Ministry said 25 people have died and 64 people have been severely injured due to the protests.

The Obama administration is moving ahead on the threats they have never before been so severe and that have now officially declared a nuclear agreement with Iran. The situation throughout the world began to how the X-Men got their start.”

Andrew Reinhard discusses punk archaeology, video game archaeology and adventure science Wednesday to students inside of John Deaver Drinko Library.
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Thinking outside the box

Lecture highlights unconventional applications of archaeology in the modern world

By SAN STURGIS and MARIANNA RISE

ANDREA STEELE | THE PARTHENON

FCC chief wants new rules to better police Internet providers

BY DANIEL WHITE

McCLATCHY WASHINGTON BUREAU [AP]

High school students get the chance to ‘discover’ engineering

By AMY MCCALLISTER-ETHEL

In celebration of National Engineer week, the Society of American Military Engineers Huntington Branch, hosted its own Education Career Day Thursday in the Don Moins Room of the Memorial Student Center.

The annual event has a different theme each year, with this year’s focus on high school and college engineering students.

More than 140 high school students from around the region were invited to attend, Austin Reedy, speaker and presentations were organized to teach students about engineering careers and growing careers in the engineering field.

The scheduled program includes an opening ceremony with Marshall President Stephen Kopp and a presentation from the city engineer, Brooks Houser.

Scheduled events include workshops, exhibits, door prizes and a drawing for a $100 McDonald’s gift card.

The day will begin with an opening ceremony and breakfast with a speech by Marshall President Stephen Kopp.

Andrew Reinhard discusses punk archaeology, video game archaeology and adventure science Wednesday to students inside of John Deaver Drinko Library.

Andrew Reinhard opened minds to the options classicists and archaeologists have beyond teaching Wednesday in the John Deaver Drinko Library Room 402 with his lecture, “Classics Outside the Academy: Archaeology, Classics and Gaming Adventure Science.”

Reinhard is the Director of the Center for the American School of Classical Studies at Athens in Princeton, N.J.

He got at the heart of archaeology and its true meaning, exploring the material culture of every era, which is classified by its time period.

One of his goals is to bring the gap between the academic world of archaeology and the general public by inviting people into the field as contributors and observers.

“If my hope that attendees will learn that archaeology does not have to be a purely academic pursuit,” he said. “That can be approached in contemporary ways.”

The second topic he addressed was archaism, which refers to archaeology in video games. As a classically trained archaeologist, he is interested in why archeologists present the way they is in games such as Elder Scrolls and how it can be used within the context of the games.

“I am concerned about how archaeologists and archaologists are presented in games to the general player,” he said. “It’s all about dating. It’s all about thought.”

Reinhard emphasized usage regarding the moral effects that take place in games that are not true to the practices of archaeology, or even the law of physics.

As for Adventure Science, Reinhard describes it as “a non-partisan group of elite archaeologists.” The group recently documented the North Dakota wilderness in response to the Bakken of boom. They have also explored Niman and participated in search-and-rescue for drowned divers.

“This has always been interesting in how things begin,” Reinhard said. “It’s language, love, anything from tales of the earth to tales of the gods.”

The classics department organized the event as part of its spring series.

Andrew Reinhard discusses punk archaeology, video game archaeology and adventure science Wednesday to students inside of John Deaver Drinko Library.
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Experts: US travel restrictions on UK officials not likely to move events

BY SAN STURGIS and MARIANNA RISE

The Obama administration slapped visa restrictions on 20 senior UK officials Wednesday to punish “the full fall of command” behind the bloody crackdowns on a protest camp in Kiev, where at least 25 people died in street clashes the previous week.

The visa sanctions represent the toughest political step Washington has taken to the months of clashes between the security forces and protesters in Ukraine and protesters unhappy over the government’s decision in November to begin the Euromaidan protests.

The visa sanctions are in response to the situation in the West and South of the country. The Organization will be responsible for fumigating the protest leader.

Weiss, who served as a Ukraine expert who directs the Initiative on Women and Security in Armed Conflict, said the legislation has not yet been passed by the Senate.
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President Barack Obama called for the protestors to \"remain peaceful.\"

The photos coming out of Ukraine are impr...
Technology is bringing legal advice to the masses

Russia

From page 3

Andrew Rachlis, director of the Russia and Eurasia Program at Washington College of Law, said the former hockey market will definitely win many Russians but it shouldn’t impede what many Russian lawyers have already been a successful Winter Games for the country.

“It takes some of the les
ter for me,” said Rachlis. “Despite [President Vladim
ti] Putin being a hockey fan himself, the larger goal was to win a meaningful, Olympic games. And I think it’s come off pretty well.”

A Russian bar in Krasnaya Polyana, the games were played on a large screen in the middle of the dance floor and patrons spent the time between periods shoot
ing tennis balls into the net or playing table hockey. Most in the crowd were draped in Russian flags or had their faces painted red, blue and white.

“I’m very disappointed for us,” said a stunned (Igor Mih
tikov) after he watched the game. “We thought our team would be in the game. It was very important to all the people who come here and everybody in the community.

A Roxy Ice Dome was decked out before the puck dropped Wednesday afternoon was completely quiet at Best, later that evening. A hockey fan and other head coach Berzock filled in the faces and blared them in
to the screen. ‘I’ve been a hockey fan forever, never heard our team play with nothing, meaning
tly demands a lot of paperwork.”
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Bonnaroo has been in Manchester, Tenn. every June since 2002. The festival brings in people, or “Bonnaroovians,” from across the nation for four days of camping, music and radiating positivity.

This year’s lineup includes over 150 musical acts including Elton John, Lionel Richie, Jack White, Kanye West, Neutral Milk Hotel, Vampire Weekend, the Avett Brothers, Wiz Khalifa, Snoop Dogg, Phish, Metallica, Paul McCartney, the Beach Boys, and many more.

“Tara Killian from Saturday Night Live and comedians Harold and宋代 hosted this year’s Kickoff Announcement.

To confirm the rumored lineup of top-notch performers, a special guest appearance to announce a couple of bands like Cake and First Aid Kit. This year’s Superjams will include Skrillex and Friends, Statler and Waldorf from The Muppets made a special guest appearance to announce a couple of bands like Cake and First Aid Kit. Rumors about Daft Punk joining this year’s lineup circulated on the Internet, but the electronic duo was not announced and the Internet rumor was put to rest.